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USN 10eS71

Seventh Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2013/Jan.2014
Object Oriented Modeling and Design

1

Max. Marks: 10dt"
£)~'
--(.~,<o

) PART - A t>.$.,,,,
What is object orientation? Explain briefly the stages involved in 00 methode ogy.

" ~.. " ~ (10 Marks)
b. Defi tee following terms with an example: ,[':l

i) Object? . ii) Classes iii) Class diagrams
iv) Values apd7Attributes v) Operations and methods r,~'J (10 Marks)

a. What is an associatien end? What are the properties of an as\~~}ation end? (06 Marks)
b. With respect to r[~tiple inheritance, briefly discuss~ a,bbut i) Multiple classification,

ii) Metadata.. "-(4";.~ ('fi\, . (0.6 Mar~s)
c. Define state diagrams a~S1':,:statemodel. Draw the~s ate diagram for telephone line with

activities.' ~"Q ' (') '" (08 Marks)
/) /'rV'

a. Expl~in aggrega~ion c.o~currencl~~l!.i,n aneJect with an example ea~h: . (08 Mar.ks)
b. Consider an online airline reservatlo}1"*sy;;tem.You want to check airline websites to give

you ideas. ,!,;<:J()
i) List two actors. Explain relev,anc~ of-each actor.
ii) One use case is to make «flIght re;erv~tion. List four additional use cases at the

comparable level of a s~action. surn.ITiar,i~the purpose of each use case with a
.. ;' sentence. .,0 . . . .
111) Prepare a use casedH~,gram for an airline reservaho,n:;,~ystem. (12 Marks)

a. List and explain q,iJr~~t~stages in software developm~/p ID'cess. (10 Marks)
b. List the steps te)construct a domain state model. For an ~~ bank system, prepare data

dictionary for all modeling elements. v&:., (10 Marks)
4 ( , ,

l' PART - B . 'Y

With sf-rieat sequence diagram, explain process transaction scenario. '. :"\
Explain the steps followed in constructing application class model. t;r

"" -,
.,~~at are the steps in designing a batch transformation?

What are the steps to improve organization of class design? Explain.
When fine tuning classes is essential? How is it achieved?
Compare forward engineering and reverse engineering.

.y<fime: 3 hrs.
Note: Answer FIVEfull questions, selecting

at least TWO questions from each part.

a.

2

3

4

5 a.
b.
c.

6 a.
~.d. h.

c.
7 a.

b.

8 a.
b.

c.

(08 Marks)
(08 Marks)

Q(04 Marks)

%SMarks).¥
(08 ~aJks)
(04 Marl(s)

j~j

II """I,'
/:1

(08 Marks).-/,
(12 Marks)

What is a pattern? Explain briefly properties of patterns for software architecture.
Explain Forwarder-Receiver pattern briefly.

Explain view handler design pattern. (08 Marks)
Explain singleton design pattern that provides two idioms specific to small talk and C++.

(06 Marks)
Write the steps to implement the counted pointer idiom. (06 Marks)

* * * * *
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Seventh Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec. 2013/Jan. 2014
Embedded Computing System

Time: 3 hrs. Max. Marks: 100
Note: Answer FIVEfu/l questions, selecting

atleast TWO questions from each part.

PART-A

1 a. What is an embedded system? Explain the purpose of ES? List its major application areas
and give one example for each? (08 Marks)

b. Differentiate the following, with an example:
i) Microprocessor and microcontroller
ii) Embedded system and general purpose computers. (06 Marks)

c. Write a requirement chart for digital camera? (03 Marks)
d. List challenges of embedded computing system design? Explain briefly any two challenges.

(03 Marks)

2 a. What are the major difference between Von ...neuman and Hardward architecture? (04 Marks)
b. Explain the following:

i) Restrictions ofMUL instruction
ii) Uses ofMLA instruction
iii) Register indirect addressing in ARM
iv) Write a ARM assembly code for below C - statement z = (x 122) and (y» 2)
v) Disadvantages of busy - wait IO? (07 Marks)

c. What is an interrupt? Explain with neat diagram the interrupt mechanism. (05 Marks)
d. Solve the following:

i) What is the average memory access time of machine whose hit rate is 93% with cache
access time of Sns and mainmemory access time of 80 ns?

,ii) Calculate cache hit rate, if the cache access time is 5 ns, average memory access time is
6.5 ns and main memory access time is 80 ns? (04 Marks)

3 a. Explain with neat diagram, the bus with a DMA controller. (05 Marks)
b. Explain the following briefly:

i) Counter
ii) Watchdog timer
iii) Break point
iv) Timer. (04Marks)

c. Differentiate PCI and USB by their characteristics. (03 Marks)
d. Assume that the bus has a 1 MHz bus clock period, width is 2 bytes per transfer, data

transfer itself takes 1 clock cycles, address and handshaking signals before data is 2 clock
cycles and sending ACK after data is 1 clock cycles
i) What is the total transfer time in clock cycles to transfers of total 612000 bytes of data?
ii) What is the total burst mode transfer time in clock cycle, if B = 2 byte with 2 byte wide
iii) Calculate the total real time to transfer data. (08 Marks)
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4 a. Consider the following ARM assembly code, which illustrate some sample C statement.

LOR LOR ADD STR LOR LOR ADD STR LOR ADD STR LOR LOR SUB STR
roo a r., b r2, ro, r2,w ro, C r" d r2· ro, r2, x rJ, e ro, rj, ro,u roo a rJ, b r2~ rJ, r2, z

rl rh r2, roo

Answer total following:
i) Write the sample C code fragment for the above ARM assembly code
ii) Draw a lifetime graph that shows uses of register in register allocation for the above

C statement
iii) Modify the obtained C code statement using operator scheduling for register allocation
iv) Draw a lifetime graph for the modified 'C' code appear
v} Write a ARM assembly code for the modified 'C' code using register allocation.

(10 Marks)
b. Consider the following 'C' code statement

if(a>b)
x=a+b;
else
x=a-b;

i) Write CDFG for the above 'C' statement
ii) Generate the ARM assembly code for the above 'C' statement.

c. Explain briefly different types of performance measures on programs.
(07 Marks)
(03 Marks)

PART-B

5 a. What is RTOS? Explain with an example the hard real time and soft real time. (06 Marks)
b. Differentiate process and threads. What are the parameters of PCB of a process? Why

should each process have a distinct PCB? (08 Marks)
c. What is the significance of spinlock? (02 Marks)
d. What is semaphores? Explain briefly the different types of semaphores? (04 Marks)

6 a. Explain with neat diagram, the concept of memory mapped object.
b. Explain the following:

i) Message passing
ii) Remote procedure call for IPC.

c. What are the factors needs to be evaluated in selection of an RTOS? Explain.

(08 Marks)

(06 Marks)
(06 Marks)

7 a. Explain with neat diagram the various fields ofIP packet.
b. List the features of internet LAN.
c. With neat diagram, explain the various fields of CAN frame.
d. Briefly explain any two features ofHTTP protocols.

(08 Marks)
(04 Marks)
(06 Marks)
(02 Marks)

8 a. Explain the following:
i) Simulator
ii) Target system
iii) Debugging
iv) Logic analyzer.

b. Explain features advantages and limitations of simulator based debugging.
c. Explain the types of multitasking.'

(08 Marks)
(06 Marks)
(06 Marks)

* * * * *
20f2
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USN lOCS73

Seventh Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec. 2013/Jan. 2014
Programming the Web

3 hrs. Max. MarksJO.O
;' '1';

Note: Answer Fll/Efull questions, selecting
atleast TWO questions from each part.

PART-A

1 a. WhafI~MJME? Explain his type specifications. (04 Marks)
b. Give th{g~iJ,eral form ofHTTP request phase and also explain, m-cetau. (08 Marks)
c. Explain the/different image formats, write XHTML docum illustrate use of <img>

(with all attribute (08 Marks)

2 a. Explain the different-levels of style sheets are available/in (04 Marks)
b. Crate XHTML docum:~rtl.~~atcontains student in~q~ation viz name, usn, subject 1, subject

2 and subject 3. Insert vat' for each student inl1ve lows. Also row background of each
student should be in the differe ti;color. (08 Marks)

c. Explain following tags, with exa
i) Select ii) Frame iii) Textare (08 Marks)

3 a. Explain the different primitive ty (06 Marks)

b. Write a JavaScript to validate ame, thejnatn~ should be entered using prompt. The first
and last name should note;.!ngrf than 10 charill-cl~rsand middle name must contain only
initial. If so display \j~jdation corresponding; n e. The format is the first_name
second_name third_l}ain~: There should be sin hite space between First_name
Second name and T;J:)rid name. (14 Marks)

4 a. Explain thediff~llnt types of positioning elements, with exampl~.t? (08 Marks)
b. Write XH';F~L and JavaScript script which has five buttons l~l.1e.leEl,five different colors.

The eve.nhandler for these buttons must produce a message start e choosen favorite
colop'Ihe even handler must be implemented as a function. Whoserpust be assigned
to!Jh~'onclick attribute of the radio button element. The choosen color mu§t be sent to the
~~~nt handler as a parameter use a onclick event to trigger a call to al~rt">which should
display brief description of the selected color. ..,.iV (O~ Marks)
Explain Navigator object, with an example. \(~4' arks)

PART-B

What is DTD? What are the main advantages ofXML schema over DTD's. (06 Marks)
Explain the three types that can be used to describe data, in an element declaration, with an
example each (09 Marks)
How does an XSL T processor use an XSL T stylesheet with an XML document? (05 Marks)

Explain the different categories of a variables in Perl along, with an example.
Write a Perl program to copy contents from one file to another.
What is CGI? Explain CGI pm modle, with an example.

10f2
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(04 Marks)
(07 Marks)



7 a. Explain any six string functions in PHP.
b. With an neat diagram, explain logical internal structure of array in PHP.

Write a PHP functions that reads contents from a file and write into a file.
Explain the different types of scalar types are available in PHP.

lOCS73

(06 Marks)

(04 Marks)
(06 Marks)
(04 lVJa~R~)

Discuss the different pattern matching operations are available in ruby with exarfipl~{each .
..... " «(}9 Marks)

"(04 Marks)
(07 Marks)

~:';;}E{(plainkeyboard input and screen output in ruby.
c. IS~pfainwith a neat diagram, directory structure of rails 1 application.

* * * * *
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Seventh Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec. 2013/Jan. 2014
Advanced Computer Architecture

Time: 3 hrs.
,·f"-\ji.

Max. Marks:l,QO

1 a.

b.

2 a.
b.

3 a.

b.

c.

4 a.
b.

c.
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Note: Answer FIVEfull questions, selecting
atleast TWO questions from each part.

PART-A

Lista.j\g explain four important technologies which
compu.t~tsystem.
Give a brief;exp!anation about trends in power in integrated circ

'k~ .';'-- ,.,-;:.

'V2h''''.'' improvements in
(10 Marks)
(10 Marks)

, _... ,.

With a neat diagi-a~? explain the classic five stage pipeli.t)Jit'~~?"aRISC processor. (10 Marks)
What are the major~'Q.tgles of pipelining? Illustrate the):Qt$Ch hazards, in detail. (10 Marks)

Mention the techniques to reduce branch . Explain static and dynamic branch
prediction used for same.' r ». (08 Marks)
What are data dependencies't'i~~ntion the(i~iffhent types of data dependencies. Explain
name dependences, with example:;\~~. (06 Marks)
What is correlating predictors? Expl5ti~th example. (06 Marks)

Explain the basic VLIW appro~crt9r exploijingIl.P, using multiple issues.
What are the key issues in"nn.plementing+a~v~l1!?ed speculation techniques?
detail. '
Write a note on value p ~gi910rs.

(08 Marks)
Explain in
(08 Marks)
(04 Marks)

PART-B

(08 Marks)
memory and

(06 Marks)
(06 Marks)

a. Explain the,gifferent taxonomy of parallel architecture.
b. With a neat diagram, explain the basic structure of a

distribut~d'shared memory multiprocessor.
c. Explain snooping with respect to cache - coherence protocol.

a. ,~ssume we have a computer where CPI is 1.0 when all memory accesses hft ll",Jhe cache.
The only data accesses are loads and stores, and these total 50% of the instru0ti~n,t>.If the

t,,/
miss penalty is 25 cycles and miss rate is 2% how much faster would be comptlt~ if all
instructions were cache hits? (08,

b. Briefly explain four basic cache optimization methods. (12

a. Which are the major categories of advanced optimizations of cache performance? Explain
anyone in detail. (10 Marks)

b. Explain in detail, the architecture support for protecting processes from each other via
virtual memory. (10 Marks) I

a. Explain detecting and enhancing loop level parallelism for VLIW.
b. Explain intel- IA - 64 architecture, with a neat diagram.
c. Explain hardware support for exposing parallelism for VLIW and EPIC.

(06 Marks)
(06 Marks)
(08 Marks

* * * * *
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Seventh Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec. 2013/Jan. 2014
JAVA and J2EE

Time: 3 hrs.
~"..)~

Max. Marks: 10,0
j~

\Note: Answer FIVEfull questions, selecting
atleast TWO questions from each part.

PART-A

1 a. ExplalQ;~~w JAVA is robust and architecture neutral. (08 Marks)
b. Write a noJ~fon JAVA environment. ("~, (06 Marks)

c. Discuss three 90~f7prinCiples. . \ri§V (06 Marks)

a. Distinguish betw~eiYmethod overloading and overriding i~J~ VA, with suitable examples.
"" I < .c " ,,7 (06 Marks)

b. What is super? Expla!ili€~pse of super with suita~r'<rxample. (06 Marks)
c. Write a JAVA program to implement stack operad6'lll. (08 Marks)~,...-... .-,i \ "". ~/

What is thread? Explain two ways of creating a thread in JAVA with example.
,,, ) (10 Marks)

b. What is the need of synchronization? Explain with an example how synchronization is
implemented in JAVA. r (10 Marks)

f~ "\.

a. Name and explain the diffe~~!\ttypes of swing·~t1~ns with syntax. (10 Marks)
b. Write the steps to creatt1f".J:-table.Write a program to create a table with column heading

"fname, lname, age" alJ,~:tlisertatleast 5 records in th le and display. (10 Marks)

2

3 a.

4

PART-B o..~ q./-,.
a. Give an example and explain J2EE multitier architecture. .~1:
b. ExplaM. the different types of statement object. Give example for eacH.?)'"
c. ~ti~ a program to execute a database transaction. ~

~ y-c«: / .•
a.":"~£xplainthe life cycle of servlets. ~(~-(05 Marks)

~~ List and explain core classes and interfaces that are provided injavax.servlet pac1:~ge.•.••.
_+ (10 Marks)

(05 Marks)

1\'1
(10 Marks) "",,;;1'
(10 Marks)

5 (06 Marks)
(06 Marks)
(08 Marks)

6

c. Write a short note on HTTP request and response.

a. What is JSP tag? Explain the different types of JSP tags.
b. What is a cookie? Explain the working of cookie in JAVA with code snippets.

8 a. Explain the functions of EJB transaction attributes. Write a program to set the transaction
attribute. (10 Marks)

b. What is entity JAVA bean? Explain the CMP entity bean. Give the skeleton of an entity
bean. (10 Marks)

* * * * *
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Seventh Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec. 2013/Jan. 2014
Storage Area Network

Time: 3 hrs. Max. Marks: 100
Note: Answer FIVE/ull questions, selecting

atleast TWO questions from each part.

PART-A

1 a. Explain the architecture and evolution of storage technology, with diagram.
b. Describe ILM implementation in detail, with its benefits.
c. Explain disk drive components, with suitable diagram.

(05 Marks)
(05 Marks)
(10 Marks)

2 a. Describe RAID levels with reference to nested RAID, RAID3 and RAIDS, with neat
diagram. (10 Marks)

b. Explain the components oflSS with reference to LUN and LUN masking, with diagram.
(05 Marks)

c. Discuss intelligent storage array, in detail. (05 Marks)

3 a. Explain disk drive interface, with diagram.
b. Describe SCSI - 3 architecture, in detail.
c. Explain FC connectivity with related diagrams.

(05 Marks)
. (05 Marks)

(10 Marks)

4 a. Describe NAS' implementations and benefits, with a neat diagram.
b. Explain ISCSI connecting topologies with a suitable diagram.
c. Describe FCIP in detail.

(10 Marks)
(05 Marks)
(05 Marks)

PART-B

5 a. Explain object storage and retrieval in CAS, with suitable diagrams.
b. Describe storage virtualization types in detail and discuss its challenges.

(10 Marks)
(to Marks)

6 a. Describe the failure analysis in BC. Mention some important BC technology solution.
'616 Marks)

b. Explain back up topologies, in detail. (IQ Marks)

7 a. Explain local replication technologies, in detail. (10 Marks)

b. Explain the various remote replication modes. (05 Marks)

c. Write a note on DWDM. (05 Marks)

8 a. Explain the security attributes of storage security frame works. (04 Marks)
b. Describe SAN security architecture with diagram. (06 Marks)

c. Describe storage management activities in detail, with example. (10 Marks)

* * * * *


